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Abstract 

Manipulating parts in an assembly embodies constraints on parts due to their 
geome~es ,  motion, and forces involved. Automatic discovery and maintenance 
of part manipulation constraints will significantly increase the flexibility of 
adapting the assembly process to the rnan~pulation environment. We will 
present an axiomatic formalization of SoIidobjects, ~nroduced in Hayes [7], and 
define Assemblies consisting of an organized collection of Soltdobjects. 
Axioms used in defintg Assemblies form a calculus for reasoning about a large 
class of Assemblies in common daily use. A system for maintaining and 
propagating manipulation constraints will be described. It will be shown that 
task-level plans can be modified in response to changes in the manipularion 
constraints. 

1 Introduction 

Using a CADICAM solid model, part masses,;and coefficients of friction, a set 
of constraints is derived for an Assembly. We conslder three types of 
constraints on parts due to their geometries, motion, and forces involved. An 
Assembly is quahtarively described in terms of the constraints and is a solution 
for the set of constraints describing it. When a part is added or removed from an 
Assembly the constmints change. We propose a calculus that derives qualitative 
descript~ons for an Assembly using quantitative CAD/CAM models. The 
derived qualitative models are concise and describe an Assembly adequately for 
manipuiation tasks and flexible automation. 

In the latter part of this paper we describe networks made up of contact, motion, 
and force consmints used to specify an assembly, called Assembly Domain 
Constraint Networks (ADCN). Our axioms over constraints are used to 
propagate consequences of changes through ADCNs in response to observtd 
effects i n  the environment as well as hypohetical changes used for discovering 
ramifications of rnanipula~on plans. 

Some everyday objects are collections of simpler objects brough I into contact 
relationships. Examples of these objects are pens, cups, layered cakes, houses 
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i 
from an], other object via objects in contact, an Assembly is formed. In this 
paper we present a definition for Solidobjects, introduced in Hayes [7], and 
consider an wganrzed collection of them to be an Assembly. A calculus is I 

presented for reasoning over Solidobject parts and constraints among them. 
I 

*yes gave the following.two definitions which state that a Solidobject is either 
made of rigid stuff or otherwise is an Assembly and an Assembly is a collection 
of solid parts. This allowed for an Assembly to sometimes be a Solidobject 
itself. 

V in the above definition is the exclusive or connective. We present an 
axiornatization of the commonsense concepts necessaq for defining Assemblies 
of Solidob~ects and reasoning about the process of Assembly and manipulation. 
Axioms described in this paper are considered as a set of permanent constraints 
governing reasoning in the Assembly domain. This effort belongs to the 
discipline of commonsense physics Forbus [4]. It relies on foundational work 
in the geometry of solids Tarski 1153, and the calculus of individuals and I 

mereology deLaguna 131, Whitehead [17]. Clarke [ I ]  to establish concepts for 
reasoning about spatio-temporal enrities. We follow related work on naive 

physics of Hayes 171, naive kinematics of Shoham [ 131. and qualitative physics 
of Forbus [4] and Nielsen [ l l ] .  Our purpose is to represent Assemblies of : 
Solidobjects in adequate detail so that inheren1 consrraints on manipulation are 1 
discovered and ma~ntained. In our formalism we will use first order 

I 

quan~cat ional  theory with identiv. 

We will begin with a calculus of individuals for spatio-temporal entities ; 
followed by a definition and calculus of Solidobjects and an initial definition of 
an Assembly. We will present the formalisms necessq to reason about local 
interactions among Solidobjects without regard to the forces involved. We wlll 
then introduce forces, and present interactions due to force propagation among 
objects due to gravity and external forces. Thls is followed by a discussion of 
properties and types of an Assembly of Solidobjects and reasoning about the i 
process of Assembly. F~nally we will discuss constraints in an assembly and a 
system for marntaining and propagating manipulation constraints. Since our 
discussion will be Limited to Assemblies of Soiidobjects, parts of an Assembly 
refer to Solidobjects. 

I 

2 A Calculus of Spatio-Temporal Entities and Solidobjects 

Tarski in  his geometry of solids defined solid objects as an arbjtrary sum of 
spheres which he  took as primitive. He offered solid objects as an alternative ! 

primitive. Unlike Tarski and our earlier attempt Hexmoor and Underwood [8], 
following mereology (science of parts), spatio-temporal enrilles are. taken as ! 
primitive. Individual variables x, y,  z in the following range over spatio- 
temporal entities. We make the following observation:lf we Itmil thy ~ ~ a t j p -  
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m o r a l  e n b t i e ~  to all belone to a Solidob$ct. a theo~v--ternr>ora . . 1 
gntltles Imereolorrvl can be us& a t h e o ~  about chunks of substanc~. mahln, T O  

"Being a part of' is the only predicate needed for axioms in mereology. The 
predicate Part(x,y) is used to denote that entity x resides within the space 
occupied by entity y. The predicate Par1 is reflexive, anti-symmetric and 
transitive. Two spatio-temporal entities are Identical if they are mutually part of 
one anorher. 

In addition to part relationships, we need to speak about interconnections 
among them. Whitehead introduced the binary predicaa Connected by which 
he meanr 'extensionally connected to'. Whitehead did nor axiomatize his 
system. A n  axiomatization is given by B,L. Clarke 111. The predicate 
Connected is reflexive and symmetric. W e  will take Connected tu be 
primitive and define Part IS defined in terms of Connected. 

The following two wioms are adopted from 3 Clarke [ I ]  

The binary predicate Disconnected is used to denote disconnected and i t  is 
the oppos~te of the Connected predicate. 

The predicate Connected i s  imprecise with regard to to the types of 
connections among objects. We introduce the prehcate Con tact to represent 
objects in contact sharing one or more boundary points but not shanng internal 
points. Ths prchcate is similar to connected, buf it is restricted to connections 
external to objecu. Contact(x,y 1 would mean that two sohd objects x and y 
are "touching". This prdcate is an&-reflexlvc, but symrneric. Contact can be 
defined as follows: 

W e  can be more exact about the types of conkc t and define contacts at points, 
lines, and surfaces. This allows definition of kinematic pain. Lower k~nematic 
pairs are ones with contact along a sllrface. Conlact between higher pairs is 
along a line or a p i n t  Hunt [9]. The contact types are represented by prdicates 
Pcontact for point contacl, Lconfact for Line contacl, and Scontact for 
surface contacts. Any theo~em that can be proved for Contact is applicable to 
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more specific types of contact, although the reverse does not apply. Contact 
captures the first form of Assembly domain constraint. 

Continuity is an important property of spatio- temporal entities. We capture the 
property of continuity with the notion of decomposability and argue that spatio- 
temporal entities are nondecomposable. 

. . 
Qefinutu' Decomosabk 
w is decomposable if can be divided into disconnected x and y. 

Decomposable(w) =df (x,y)[Pxt(r,w) Pan(y,w) A DisConne~ted(r,~)] 
A 

(3z)part(z,w) A D~sConnected(x,z) A DisConnectedly,~)] 

The predicate Sm denotes spatio- temporal entities. 
. . 

(x) [STE(x) 7 Decornposable(x)J 

Next, we will define an object as the largest nondecomposable spatio-temporal 
entity a11 made of the same material. The function madeof (similar to Hayes') 
returns the type of material for a spatic-temporal entity if there is one. The 
predicate Object represents an object and is defmd below. 

Definition: An Obrecr 
(o){Object(o) =df ( 3 x ) { ~ ~ e c o m ~ o s a b l e ( x )  A Part(x,o) A 

(gy)[~artb,o) Contact(x,y)l) A (x)(yllPart(x,ol /\ rnadeoflx) = rn /\ 
y <> x madeof(y) = m]} 

Hager 161 identified invariances in topology. volume, and shape as three 
important properties of objects . Chunks of substance in an object usually tend 
to stay together due to bonding among molecules in chunks. Bonding in objects 
in turn gives rise to topological stability such that chunks of substance 
maintaining relative position. Bager axiomatized topological invariance in terms 
of chunks of objects which maintain their relative position over time. A unary 
predicate Stable-topology is used to denote invariance in topology. 'Stable' 
is used intechmgably with 'invariant'. Some objects do not have this property 
demonstrated by the following frame axiom: 

(o,x)[Object(o) A Part(x,o) A madeof(x)= mercury 
Stable- topology(o}] 

(o,x)[Object(o) A Part(x,o) A madeof(x) = butter Stable - topology(o)] 

Volume invariance is a property of objects that maintain a fixed volume. A 
unary predicate Stable volume is used to denote invariance in volume. Some 
objects do no1 have this-property demonstrated by the following frame axioms: 

(o)(x)[Objecl(o) A PartIx,o) A madeof(x) = plastic 7 Stablevolume(o) J 
(o)(x)[Object(o) A Part(x,o) madeof(x)= water r\ Frozen(o) 3 

7 Sta ble-volume(o)j 
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Eve9  object at a given time has a unique shape. Some objects do not maintain 
their shape. A uiiary prcdicatc Stable-shape is used f o  rltnote invariance in  
shape. Some objects do no1 have this property demonstrated by the olowing 
frame axioms: 

(o)(x)[Object(o) A Part(x,o) A rnadeoflx) = pawr 7 S table-volumelo)] 

(o)(x)lOb.iect(o) /\ Part(x,o) A madeof(x) = softwood -+ 
Stable-volume(o)l 

We are now ready to define those objects that are Solidobjects. 

Definition: Solidnhjec! 
A SoIidobject is an object with the properties of shape invariance, volume 
in variance, and tqulugy invariancc. 

(a){Salidobjccl{o 1 =dl Object*) A Stab[=-topology (o) A Stable_voiume(o) 
A Stable-shaw(o)l 

We nole that most everyday objects we may call solid do not fall into OUT 

idealization of Solidobjecls. 

3 A Calculus of Solidobjects and an Assembly 

We now consider a collection o f  Solidobjects and discuss a calculus over them. 
The predicates Part, Contact,and Disconnected are used as before with the 
variables ranging over Solidobjects. A calculus is readily available for a 
mllction of Solidobjects with similar axioms as before, namely: 

A fundamental property of a co1Jection of soIid objects is that there is 
contiguous contact arr~orig its SolidoSjects. A collection of Solidobje-cts are. in 
contiguous contact iff any Solidobject can be rzached from any other 
Solidobject by traversing the con tact surfaces. The predicate Reachable is 
defined below. 

In the following definition  he sccond argument of the predicate Part i s  a 
collection of Solidobjects. This is similar to Hayes' made-up-of predicate. 

[-Cnnrucr 

- (cj{Contiguou~-contac1(1:) =df (01 )(oZ)IPart(ol .c) /\ Pan(o2,c; /\ 
Reachable(o 1 ,cZ)]) 

We are now ready to define w Asscmbly. 
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Assembly is either a Solidobject or n collection of Solidnhjects contiguonsly 

~necte.?, but not both. 

:){Assernbly(ci =dl Soiidobjcct(c) V [{o)(Piur(~,c) Sdidobjed(o)) r\ 
Contigilou~-con~ci(c) J ~ L  

:note that a part of an Assembly is still an Assembly. 

Spatial Reasoning 

xason about Assemblies, one shwfd be able lo reason about Imal part 
amng constraints. For [this reason we will first f a u s  on reasoning about pdrs 
' Solidobjects in currlact. Wc distinguish a local Ihree-dimensional coordinate 
*stem for tach So!idabject orrginating frbm its or& (geomeric aenterl. 
hoict of axes is dependent on the shape of thc Solidobject. Ro~lghly this 
~clicc corresponds to the intuitive directions of motion. For example if a 
didobject is cylindnca!, one of the axes should be chosen ro be aiotrg the line 
f symmetry. C ' i ~ a r l y  wc have not presented an automated means of choosing 
ltes and more work remains in this area. Translation i 5  a srajghr line motion in 
Solidobject cootdinate system decon~posable into motions along positive (+) 

r negative I-) oirecrinns of each axis referred to by Tx, Ty, and Tz. Rotation I s  
bout the origin and one of the three axes ic either clockwise (+) or counter- 
lockwise (-) directions. We will refer to rotations as k, Ry, and Rz. 

:ram the propew that any twu Solidobjects may nnt share interior points, it 
ollows tha: each of twoSoljdobjects in contact arrest the degrees of freedom of 
notion of the oiher. Shoharn 1131 presented UI analysis of- the conce.pt of 
reedom which he defined to he motions allowed for one Solidobject when a 
.econd one is stationary. Ni~lsen [ I  I] provides an aIternative representation of 
r e d o m  regions for translation and rotation which requires definition ofplace 
?ncnblrtaries in configuration space.  Instead of defining the iocus of free 
-egions for a Solidobject, which is kdiuus and computat:ondl y expensive, we 
:hoose to define degrees 3f freedom along ezch axis in two stages. First, 
?airwise constraints between two objects are idenofkc!. This  i$ followed by 
~preseriting thc  cumulative effects of pawise  consuaints for each Sdidobject. 
We later show that we can determine motion in an atbirary direction. 

If a Solidobject is i2 contacr with a second Sdidobject and it is blocking motion 
(t-ans;atlonally) aiong an axis, that direction on the %is is not "free". The 
function frcet, is  defined for any two Sdidobjcxts and a translational direction 
tc, have a value '0' (zero) if hat  direction is completely free. T?le function freet 
has a two-dimensional 'obsrruction regian' ar a value if the second Solidobject 
compietely blocks the f irst  Solidobject dong afi axis on a given direction. We 
define an 'obsmctlor: region' ~ O I -  a Solidobject in a dimension zgainst an 
o~stacle by projecting the 'images' of the Solidobject and the obstacle onto the 
plane formed by the two axes and comptmg the iritersccting region, Freedom 
regions arc uscful for precision in specifying rnot~on constraints in the spatial 
dimensrons. An implementation of this function will involve two dimenhional 
sweeps. 
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&xiom: TnLmh€i- 
For any contact between a Solidobject and another Solidobject, there are six  
obstruction regions. 

(01 ,o2){contactf(ol,o2) = c * (3f 1,11 ,f3,14,f~,f6)[freetlr>l,o2,x+) = fl  

A freetlol ,o?.x-) = f2 A freet(ol.02,y +) = fl A frcet(ol,o2,y-) = f4 
h freet(ol,o2,z+) = f5 A freet(o 1 p2,z-) = f6]] 

Similarly, if a Solidobject is in contact with a second Solidobject and it is 
blocking motion (rotationallyj alnng an axis. The function freer, is defined to 
have as its value the angle through which it is free to rotate and to have a value 
'1' (one) if i t  i s  completely blocked for that rotalion. 

Axiom: Rorah'on Freedom 
For any contact between a Solidobject and another Solidobject, there are s ix  
angles of freedom. 

(O 1,07){contactf{oI.,o2) = c (3fl,fl,fl,f4,f5.f6)[freer(o 1,02,x+) = fl  
A ireer(01 ,o~,x-1 = M A f r e e r ( o ~ , o ~ , ~  1-1 = M A freer(o~,o~,y-I= f4 

A freer(ol,o2,z+) = f5 A freer(o1 ,o2,z-) = f6]) 

Figure i below illtiskates that obstacle1 is in contact with, a SoIidobject and 
obstacle1 blocks motifin in positive z direction for the rccmgularly shaped 
Solidobject, but it is free %to move in negative z, positive y direction, and both 
directions in x. Obstacle2 blocks motion in positive x direction for- he 
Solidobject, bul i t  is free to move in negative x, and both directions in y and z. 
Obstacle 2 also bIocks rotation in positive z direction, and allows about 270 
angular degrees of freedom in negafive z, '0' rotation in positive y and about 
270 angular degrees of fre~dorn in negative y, and tolally free for x rotation. 

The function dofobs (an abbreviation of degrees of freedom for a SuIidobject 
and an obstacle which is another Solidobject) identifies for a Solidobject the 
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obstructions opposing its rotation and translation. This is a function 
representing pairwise constraints against the motion one Solidobject may 
produce for another. 

Qefiniaon: d o f h  
( 0 1  )(a?) dofobs(o1,02) = [fl,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,f7,f8,f9,f10,flO,fl1,f12] =df 

freet(ol,o?,x+) = fl A freet(ol,o2,x-) = f2 A freet(ol,oZ,y+) = f3 A 
freet(o 1 ,a?,,y - j = f4 A freet(ol,o2,z+) = f5 /\ freet(o 1 ,oZ,z-) = f6 A 
freer(o1 ,o2,x+j = f7 A freer(al,o2,x- j = f8 A freer(ol,o2,y+) = f9 A 
freer(oI.02,y-) = flO A freer(ol,o2,z+) = f l l  A freer(ol,o2,z-) = f12] 

For example, dof,b,(Solidobject,obstacIel) = [O,O,O,O,R L,0,0.0,0,0,0,0] and 
dof,bs(So1idobject,obstacle2) = ~2,0,0,0,0,0,0,270,270,~. 

Axiom : Painvise Freedom 
No Solidobject restricts freedom for itself. If a Solidobject restricts freedom for 
a second Solidobject, the same restrictions in the opposite dlrectlon holds for 
the second Solidobject as for the first one, provided the Solidobject coordinate 
systems are conformable. 

(oi,oj)(Confomble(oj,oi) A (dof,b,(oj,oj) = [a,b,c,d.e.f,g,h,i,j ,k,l3 
dofobs(oj,oi)= [b.a,d.c,f.e,h,g,j,l,l,k]] 

We define two coordinate systems to be conformable only if like axes are 
parallel and point in the same direction. The predicate Conibrma blr denotes 
conformable coordmate systems for two Sol~dobjects. 

Information in dofobs functions are additj ve and a function dol' summarizes 
the results of all dofob, functions on a Solidobject. The predicate Subsumes 
is used to denote motion constraint subsumption. In Figure 1, 
dof(Solidobject)= [R2,0,0,O,R1,0,0,0,0,270,270,0]. 

Definition: do€ 
dofro) = [fl ,f2,fl,f4,f5,f6.f7,f8,f9,f10,flO7fl 1 ,f 121 =df 

A direction is represcnted by a triplet (sx,sy,sz) of signs each of which 
corresponds to a direction in a dimension. Signs are one of I + ,  -, ( ) 
corresponding to towards. against, and neutral. Freedom of a Solidobject 
ii-anslation in an arbirrq duection is determined using the predicate Blocked. 

h i p n r :  Arbinan' Trflmlorion 
An arbitrary direction (sx,sy,szl is blocked against translation, if one of the 
corresponding directions in the Solidobject's dof set is nonzero (free). 
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(o) (dof(o) = [fI,f2,fl,f4,f5,f6,f7,f8,f9,f10,f10,flI,fI2] A 
[ ( d g a t  = (+,+,+I A ( f l  <> ova <> o V fs <> 01, V 

( d g a t  = (+,+,-) A { fl <>0Vf3 <> 0 Vf6 <> 0)) V ( d g a t  = (+,+,I) A 
( f l  <> 0vf3 <> 0)) v......] 

Blocked(dgat)} 

5 Forces 

We are interested in forces which are either received by Soiidobjects or imparted 
to other Solidobjects via contact. The notion of a tendency is adopted to 
represent the relationship between a force and a Solidobject. A tendency is a 
behavioral response property of a Solidobject when there is a force acting at 3 
surface point of a Solidabject. Common tendencies for Solidobjects are 
tendencies to faI1, to translate, and to turn. The predicate Force is used to 
represent a force. The predicate Point is used to represent a point. The 
predicate Tendency will be used to represent a tendency with a Solidobjec:, a 
force, and a point of the Solidobject. We adopt the following axiom about 
tendencies similar to Hager's. 

Axiom: Tendencv 
A Tendency will have a Solidobject, a point of the Solidobject and a Force 
applied at the point on the surface of the Solidobject. 

A force has a magnitude, a point of application, and a direction of application. 
'The function magnitude is used to represent the magnitude of a force. In 
order to specify directions. we. consider a three-dimensional coordinate system 
corresponding to rhe three-dimensional space of objects. The function 
direction will return a trjple! (Sx,Sy,Sz) of signs each of which corresponds 
to a direction in a dimension. Signs are one of (+, -, [ ) corresponding 10 
lowards, against, and neutral. The function where identifies the point at which 
a force meets a Solidobject. Our scheme of direction patterns is inadequate for 
representing circular direc tlons. Therefore forces applied in circular directions 
are not considered. Examples of forces with circular dmctions are bending and 
twisting, Hager [6j. 

Axiom: Force 
A force will have a point of application, a magnitude, and a direction. 

(f) {Force(r) / (3dqat,p,m)[directi~n(f, = d g a t  where(f) = p 
A rnagnitude(f) = m]) 

Every Solidobject on earth experiences a common tendency due to the earth's 
gravitational pull that we wi l l  cal l  the tendency to fall. The magnitude of a force 
associated with the tendency to fall I S  known as the Solidobject's weight and we 
will use the function weight to represent it. Also, the direction of this tendency 
is uniquely known to be pointing toward the ground. This unique direction in 
our coordinate system will be represented by the constant name 
toward ground. Later we will show that any Solidobject at rest exerts a force 
on ~oliaobjects with which it is in contact equal . >  to its , . , .  weight. , The function 
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Axiom: Tcndencv IQ fall 
For every Sotidobject there is a kndencj to fall with a force magnitude equal to 
the Solidobject's weight from the origin of the Solidobject pointing toward tht 
ground 

(o)( 3f,p)[~endmcy (fall,o,fIp) magnitudeifl = weight(o) 
/\ direction (f) = towardsround j 

Since we are interested in analyzing the propagalion of forces among 
Solidobjecta i ; ~  contact wc identify three types of fnrces for a Solidobject. ( 1 ) 
weight, 171 input forces, and (3) output forces. Flgure 2 shows these forces 
associated with a Solidobject. The binary p r d i c a ~ e  Input denoes an input 
force for a Solidobjcct. hpur forces give rise. to tendencies to ranslate and turn. 
We will discuss these tendencies  late^ in this sectior.. The binary predicate 
Output denotes an ou tp3 t force fmm a Solido bject. 

object 

~ i ~ u &  2 Tnm forces of a SoIidobject 

Two forces acbng at a common point can be summed tfi a unlque equivalent 
force. 

Axiom: force oiidirion a: a noin,! 
Two forces actlng at a p i n t  are addirjve and praduce a anlque farce a c h y  at the 
same point with a magnitude equal to addition of magnitudes of the two forces 
with a directicln. 

A qual~tative algebra is used for addition of any two forces. We used - as the 
symbo: for qualitative algebra. If two forces with (d 1 x,d ly  ,dl z) direction 
partem and (d2~,d2y .d3z) direction pattern ar? applied at the same point. they 
produco a resultant force with :dx,dy ,dz) wherc d dl  1 and d2i are Iike signed or 
one is neutral, di takes the non-neutral sign. If d l i  and d2i are signed oppositz, 
quaniines of furces are compared and di adopts sign of  the one with dominant 
force. 
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Axiom: Parallel force addition ar a disrance 
TWO forces parallel and away from a point of interest by distances d l  and d2 are 
additive and produce a unique force acting at a distance d3 from the point of 
interest with a magnitude proportional to them and the distance. 

(fl )(f2)(d) ( 3f3 ) [~o~ce ( f~ l  Parallel{d~re,ction(f l),direction(f2)) A 
where(f 1) <> where(f2) /\ distance(f1) = d l  A distance(f2) = d2 A 

ditecdon(f3) = dmction(f 1) direction(f2) A magnitude(f3) = 
(ma,pitude(f 1) *d 1 + magnitude(f2)*d2 )Id] 

We inlroduce a binary function padd to return the resultant force of two parallel 
forces as given in the above axiom. 

Moments are forces applied a rotation pojnr. The predicate Moment denotes a 
moment at a point. The function distance returns the shortest &stance value 
between a point a force direction. 

Ddnirion: Momenr 
A moment about a center of rotarion point will have a force, a point of 
application, a hrection, a perpendicular distance d between the center of rotation 
the force line and point of application, and a magnitude equal to the product of d 
and the fmce. magnitude. 

(rn,pj{Momcnt(rn,p) ( ~ ~ d ~ a l , ~ , d ) l ~ o r c e ( f )  A direcnon(m) = d g a t  /\ 
rnagnirude(f) = fm A rnagnitude(m) = fm * dl} 

Since forces are additive, moments generated due to concurrent forces about the 
same poin! in space are moments due to resultant force and herefore additive. 
Varignon's Theorem Tuma [16] is a version of this theorem for coplanar 
concurrent forces. 

Theorem: Moment addir~viha about a point 
Two moments generated about a common rotation poinr are addiuve and 
produce a unique moment acting at the same center of rolation point with a 
magnitude equal to addition of magnitudes of the two forces. 

As shown in Figure 2 an input force to a Solidobject can be decomposed into 
forces one of which in t he  djrec~ion of toward-ground.  The other 
components of thls force will contribute to moments about given points on the 
surface of a Solidobject. The ptdicarz Parallel identifies parallel directions. 

Theorem: Force Reacrion 
Pamuel component of an input force of a tendency to translate acting at a point 
on a given Solidobject is parallel added wlth the force of Solidobject's falling 
tendency which produces an output force for the Solidobject. 

ia,p){Tendmcy (transiate,o,f I ,p1) A Tcndcnry (falling,o,w,op) 

(3f2)r~addlf l  ,w) = f2 A 0utput{o,f2)] 3 

We define the shadow of an output force for each Soljdobiect to he the area of 
primary concern for potential force transfer from one ~o i ldob~ec t  to another. 
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For a Solidobject and an output force the function shadow will return the space 
that will be covered by the Solidobject if the Solidobject starts moving due to its 
output force. An output force of a given Solidobject has a unique shadow. 
Figure 3 depicts a two-dimensional example of a shadow which is consrmcted 
by extending the extremum points of the Solidobject with respect to the 
Solidobject's output force. This scheme is easily extendable fto three- 
dimensional Solido bjects. 

Ourput Force ' , , 

Figure 3 

We are now ~ a d y  to characterize force distribution, The types of forces we are 
concerned with are transferable from one Solidobject to another only through 
contact between the two objects. We will discuss wha~ happens to forces at the 
surfaces of objects after we analyze how to distribute forces among contact 
points. Figure 4 illustrates the gist of our axiom. Proportionality cornparison of 
forces can be represented by qualitative order relations. In Figure 4, f l  c ef, f2 
< ef, and f l  >f2. 

Figure 4 
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vm . Force disri-ib~llron 
Whm a Sohdobject contacts obstacles in its shadow of output force, forces 
dish-ibuted among contact points among obstacles are proportional to distances 
between contact points and the normal to the output force from the Solidobjm~. 

(o,oi,f)(shadow(o,Q = s A Output(o f A Solidobject(oi) 

/\ contactf(oi,o) = c /\ ln(c,s) (3fi)[?endency (pu~h ,~ , f i ,P l}  

contactf is a function which returns the contact area between two Soiidobjects. 
The predicate In characterize the intersection of two areas (regions) k contact 
area and shadow. In the static analysis of objects, forces are decomposed into 
forces normal and forces tangent to the contact surfaces. Opposite forces cancel 
at the contact areas. This analysis assumes that one of the two objects is 
secured, which is tantarnoun1 to assuming infinite equilibrium limits for the 
Solidobject. Only the ground and workbenches may qualify for this 
assumption.Therefore by relaxrng this assumption, we are ready for the first 
axiom of force bansfm which says that the output force of a Soiidobject 
becomes the inpur force for the s~ngle Sol~dobject with which it is in contact. 
Fl'igure 5 depicts the results stated in our axiom. We are ignoring friction in our 
first model of force transfer. Afrer takng about friction, we will revisit force 
transfer. 

Axiom : Form Transfer WIO Fricrion 
If a Solidobject gains contact in the shadow of output force with a second 
Solidobject, it will gain an input force equal to the output force. 

jo 1 ,o7)[contactf(ol,o2) = c A Output(o1 ,f) A shadow(o2,f) = s J\ In(c,s) 
+ 1nput(o2,f)l 

Figure 5 

Once an input force is established for a Solidobjec~, we can use the reactions to 
de tem~ne  the new outpul forces. Unlike previous attempts like Jockowicz' 
Conlacs Hult  151, our axlorn does not distinguish the type of contact between 
two objects. 

Dry friction is a force dzveloped between two Solidobjects in contact that restst 
a tendency to slide. Unhke other types of forces, dry friction gives nse to a 
potential tendency to slide only when there are opposing tendenc~es. The  
magnitude of the dry friction force is proportional to the types of molecular 
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bonding between substances of Solidobjects in contact. In this paper we only 
consider dry friction. We will refer to dry friction as friction and the predicate 
Friction denotes a friction force for a Solidobject when i n  contact with another 
Solidobject. The function normal returns the component of a force normal to 
the surface of a SoIidobject. The function fc returns a friction coefficient 
between two substances when two Solidobjects made of them are in contact. 

Axiom: Friction 
There is a normal component of an input force for a Solidobject in contact with 
another Solidobject with a magnitude equal to the product of a friction 
coefficient and the magnitude of he normal component of the input force. 

{o){Friction(fl ,o) (3f,ol )l~ontact(o,o 1) r\ Input(o,fl A norrnal(f,o) = n 

A fc(madmf(oI),madeof(o2))= fi A mgnitude(fl I = n * B]} 

We will now revisit the Axiom for force m s f e r  including friction. 

Axiom : Force Transfer With Friction 
If a Solidob~ect gains contact in the shadow of output force with a second 
Solidobject, it will gain an input force equal to the normal component of the 
output force. 
(ol,o2)[contactf(ol.o2) = c I\ Output(o1,f) j\ shadow(ol ,f) = s A In(c,s) 

Any Solidobject at rest has an envelope of tolerance or equilibrium for forces 
actlng on it before it loses its rest status. We define the prehcate Snormai to 
denotes a surface normal direction. Equilibrium is a composite of all dry friction 
forces due to all contacrs between a Solidobject and other Solidobjects. We 
capture the equilibrium limits for a Solidobject by the function equilibrium 
which returns a set of triplets contact area, surface normal, and dry friction 
force, (C,N,F). Our concept of equilibrium is broader than the static 
equilibrium where the resultant forces and couples add up to zero. See Tuma 
1163 for a definition d static equilibrium. 

prfini~ion: EquiIibrium 
Every element of the equilibrium set of a SoIidobject indicates a contact with a 
SoIidobject, a surface normal, and a friction force. 

(o){(c,n,f) E equitibr.urn(o) (301 )[~ontactf(o.ol) = c A Snonnal(n) 

A Fricrion(f,oj]} 

The simplest case of equilibrium is when a Solidobject is at rest on the Ground 
or on a Workbench, (G/W), since the G/W can be assumed to have infinite 
equilibrium limits. A strategy for computing equilibrium for a given structure of 
Solidobjects is first to determine equilibrium for objects in contact with the 
GIW,  then objects in contact with them, and so on. 

A Solidobject tends to move if it overcomes its bounds of static equilibrium. 
The tendency to move may manifest itself as banslation or rotation. The 
following axioms hold for tendencies to transiate and turn. 
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&-[- 
A tendency to translate is associated with the output force of a Solidobject when 
i t  exceeds the bounds of its equilibrium. 

(o)[Tendenc y (bansla ~ , o , f , ~ )  Force(tj 
r\ ExceedsImagnitude(f),equilibrium(o))] 

P x c  
A tendency to turn about a point on the surface of a Solidobject is associated 
with an input force when the moment generated exceeds the bounds of its 
equilibrium. 

6 Assembly Revisited 

In this section we present properties common to all Soiidohject Assemblies, 
define types of Assemolies of Solidob;ects with specie1 properties, and consickr 
Semi-solidobjects whch are more prevalent in our daily lives. 

A property of all Solldobject Assemblies is that if a part free to move in a 
direction gains a tendency lo move tn thai direction, no other par1 gains a 
tendency to move. We call this propew b e ~ n g  reversible. In an Assembly of 
SuIidobjec ts evev pari has rhe property of being reversible. The predicate 
Keversible is used to represent arl objcct in a collection is reversible. 

Dtlefin~ion: Revers- 
If an object in a cu l l c c~ io~~  is rcvcrsiblc iff i t  is free to move (translate, turn ,  or 
fall) in a direction and it gains a tendency to translate in that brection, implies 
that no other pan will have a tendency to move. 

(o,~){Reversible(o,c) =df Part(o,c) A Direction(0 = d /IT Blo:kcd(d) 

/\ Tendency(x.o,f,pj A (x = translate V x= ;urn Vx =fall) 4 

Axiom, Solidohiect As.~emhlies arr R ~ v e r s i h l ~  
All Solidobjects crf art Assembly arc reversible. 

(o,c)[Assernbiy(c: A Pxt(o,c) 4 Reversible(o.c)] 

Our earlier definltloo of Assemblies considcred a contiguausly connected 
collection of Sol~dobjecis to be an Assembly of Solidobjects. The p~dominant  
fea~ure of these Assemblies is contiguous contact among a collection of 
Soiidobjects. This dcfinitior~ ~tlcludes hinged Assemblies of Solidohj~cts - ones 
that allow for relative motron among Solidcbjects without loss of contiguous 
contact. Examples are automobiles, and swings. We consider a class of 
Assemblies which further restrict Assemblies to those with no moving parts in 
their design. We call this class of Assemblies static assemblies and the Predicate 
Static-Assembly identifies 2 coilection of Solidabjects which is an Assembly 
with no relative motion between Solidobjects. Examples in this class of 
Assemblies are houses of c ~ r d s  and stacks of blocks, and some chams. In a 
static Assembly if a pm gains a tendency to move, all other parts gain the same 
tendency tn moire. 
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Pefinibon: Static A s s d l i e ~  
A static Assembly is an Assernhly where if a part gains a tendency to urnlate, 
to turn, ar w id, then every o h  part win have that tendency. 

(c){Static-Assemb1y(c) =df Assernbly(c) A 
(o)part(o,c) A Tendency(x,o,f,p) A (x = turn V x = translate V x = fall) 

4 (ul)[(ol <> o) A part(o1c) A Tendency(x,o,f.p)]]} 

A large portion of everyday objects are static Assemblies most of the time, but 
allow for relative motion among parlS characterized by a propagation of a 
tendency to move in predefined ways such that when one part gains a tendency 
to move orher parts experience a different tendency to move. A four-bar-linkage 
is example of a type of Assembly where every part gains a tendency to move 
when nre part gains a tendency to move. 

We call the class of Assemblies with independent subassemblies modular 
Assc~nblies. I fa  Soljdobject gains a redency to move in a direction for which it 
is not blocked, a subset of remaining Solidobjects which are in contact with it 
gain the same tendency. The subset and the Solidobject in consideration are 
called an independent sub-Assembly. The predicarc Modular-Asscmbly 
identifies a modular Assembly. 

QefEnitiorr : Modui~r  .4ssemhiiar 
A modular Assembly is an Assembly i n  which a subset of its pars will gan a 
tendency to move, when any patt of the Assembly gains a tendency to m v e .  

(~){ModularAssembly(c) =df Assernbly(c) A 
- 

[(3ojpart(o,c) /\ Tendency(x,o.f,p) /\ (X = turn V x = translate V x = 

fd1) 3 (01 )(ol <, o) A Contact(o,ol) A parf(o 1,cj A 
Tendency lx,o,f,p)l l 

More definitions and refinements in this area arc nteded. For instance, a large 
class of Assemblies emyloy fasteners like screws whlch are often themselves 
SoBdobjrcts. Hingcs are another popular means of guiding predefined momn 
among parts of an Assembly. 

Our calculus for Solidobjects has lett out the largest class of cve~yday objccts 
used in AssernbLies. Examples of these objects are carpentry wooden boards, 
hard plastic pats molded or extruded. and mnct metal alloy manufactured parts. 
These objects allow very small changes in their shapes in response to input 
forces while retaining topology invariance and volume invariance. Input forces 
to these objects may produce tendencies to strerch, compress, lwist, and bend to 
a limited degree. Another property of some of these objects is springiness, a 
tendency to retun) to their original shape. We leave. an analysis of this class of 
objects to fururr efforts. 

7 Manipulation Constraints 

Contact, motion, and force constraints inherent h an assembly arc used to 
specif?, an assembly represented in a network, an Assembly Domain Constraint 
Networks (ADCN). Flexibility is achie-ved in manipulation planning since 
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naintain consistent models of assemblies and the burden of specifying 
ions of planning operators is shifted to ADCN management. ADCNs 
networks of assembly domain constraints consistent with the axioms 
I our calculus. 

der contacts between two parts sharing boundary points as a binary 
. Configuration of an assembly can be specified with a finite set of 
mstraints. Mot~on constraints represent relali ve motions allowed 
wo parts. This is used in determining strategies for dislodging a part 
:sembly or bringing park into contact. Motion constraints come in two 
wise constrainis are between two parts and represented by a binary 
Each part having contacl constrainrs with other pans 1s said ro have a 
: motion constrain[ which can be represented by a utiary conspaint for 
Vhen in  contact with other parts force constralnls represent relative 
'each part and forces a par1 may receive and transmit to other parts. 
lrward inference to propagale values through constraints i n  the 
'his is known as assirnilarion, Davis 121. ADCNs are hybrid since 
ent three types of constrajnts and their associated reasoning. ADCNs 
entalp constructed. Initially, an ADCN is a graph with a node for 
nd contact and motion constraints as edges of the graph. Contact and 
totion constraints are nonconstructive in the sense that they do not 
gnment of values tv nodes. An additional function of contact 
is indexing of parts as to shared boundary points since motion 

apply only if there is contact conshint between two parts. In general 
: motion constraints without contact constrains but we will consider 
straints only when there is a contact constraint between two parts. 
te will only consider force constraints for two parts if there is a 
?strain[ between thern.Figure 8 shows an ADCN for a simple 
:pitted i n  Figure 6 made up of 8 parts. The flashlight example was 
ed by Sanderson and deMello 1121. 

3ing Set the new part output force as the 

-ens , object's new output 
While (CG has not received 

an input force) 
a) compute shadows of 

all new-ou tput-forces, 
b) compute. input alIocation 

for objects in contact, 
c! for every object receiving an 

input force propagate 
new-output-forces 
for the object 

l a t te r  Y 2 Figure 7 Constraint propagation 
:nd algorithm 
mple Flashlight 

nilated to an A K N  when a new contact constrain1 is reported and 
~d contact conspaint edge is established. 
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OYeT nodes and contact constraint edges are bidirectional. Pairwise motion 
constraints are specified by the predicate dofobs for all parts having contact 
constraints. Cumulative motion constraints are computed for parts that have 
pairwise motion constraints with other parts. Since these constraints are in the 
object's lmaI coordinate system, a transformation is needed to compute motion 
constraints in terms of a global coordinate system. When a new contact 
constraint is added to an ADCN, contact constraints are reported to the model 
generator which ir~ turn are added to the ADCN. 

Force constraints are constructive since they facilitate assignment of of force 
vdues to parts. We consider nodes to have internal structures. In Sussman and 
Steele [14] terms, each node is said to be a cell and of type Solidobject. Let us 
assume parts as having point masses in which case each Solidobject has three 
components, a force that it accepts as input, its force output, and an internal 
force due to its weight. For example, an object resting on a table experiences an 
internal force from the ground due to gravitational pull and exerts an ouiput force 
to the table. If the object receives an input force like being pushed down on the 
table, its output force to the table becomes greater by the amount of force ~t 
receives. This transmittal of force to the table is captured as propagation of force 
values through force constraints. The table is assumed to absorb infinite force 
without moving. We call such an object as the Commonsenre Ground (CG). As 
a part is assimilated to an ADCN, following contact and motion constraint 
determination, force propagation algorithm, depicted in Figure 7 is applied. 

pq 

Mi- Cumulative motion constraint for part i 
Wi- Weight of part j 

Figure 8 An ADCN for a simple flashlight standing upright 

8 Summary and Conclusion 

We have defined Solidobjects and Assembhes of Sohdobjects. We characterized 
concepts involved in spatial reasoning and  reasoning about forces on 
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Solidobjects. If we limit spatio-temporal entities lo be Solidobjects, a theory 
about spatio-temporal entities (mereology) can be uscd as a theory about chunks 
of substance making up a Solidobject, Reasoning about the mating of 
Solidobject parts requires reasoning about their contact geometries and ways in 
which they arrest motion for one another in local coordinate systems of 
Soljdobjects. 

Our exploratory work in representing Assemblies supparts automated reasoning 
for robolic assembly. We described a constraint based system for Solidobject 
Assemblies. Our calculus allow us to represent and reason about simple relations 
among Soljdobjects involving contact, motion, and forces. A network of 
manipulatiot~ constraints was introduced and termed ADCN. An ADCN maybe 
used by the planner as a set of coirjunctive goals, as a consistent world model, 
or a means of lookahead search. Furthermore, flexibiiity is achieved in planning 
slnce ALlCNs maintain consistenl models of assemblies and the burden of 
specifying ramifications of planning operators is shifted to ADCN managemeni. 

We have presen~ed a very simplified static model of forces acting on objects to 
illustrate their use in ADCN management. More realistic laws for forces acting 
on objecis can be developd and inlegrated foi force propagation in ADCNs. 
Also ADCNs can be extended for dy narnic analysis by considering axjornatized 
kinematic and dynamic laws of motion Our definition of Soljdobjects is not 
realistic since most ob,iects considered solid aIlow small perturbation in their 
shape and some have the property of springiness. We consider extensions of 
our calculus in the foliowin: two areas: 11) an analysis of fasteners which are 
themselves SoUdobjects, and 2) properties of materials which alIow small 
perturbations in their shape and some that have the property of springiness. We 
ignored fasteners in  this paper. See Miller and Hoffman [ 10] for more on 
fasteners. 
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